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ELEMENTS

WARNING: Risk of fire/flammable material.The symbol indicates there is a risk of fire since
flammable materials are used. Take care to avoid causing a fire by igniting flammable material.

Manufacture: Qingdao Haier Special Icebox Co., Ltd.
Address

: Haier Garden, Qianwangang Road,Economic
Development Zone, Qingdao 266555, Shandong, P.R.China

www.haier.com.au
www.haier.co.nz
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SAFETY WARNINGS
WARNING-This appliance designed for use with 220-240V AC power supply.

WARNING-Do not damage the power cord.

WARNING-If the power cord is damaged, or the plug is worn, do not use. The worn or damaged power cord must
be replaced by the manufacturer or by an authorised service person.
WARNING-Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure, clear of obstruction.
WARNING-The appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with resuced physical, sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless the have been given supervision
or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
WARNING-Only take the required amount of food fromthe freezer. Defrosted food cannot be re-frozen, usless it
is first cooked.
To freeze fast select the fast freezing function (see functions chapter) 2 hours before storing fresh food.
WARNING-Do not load excessive quantities of fresh food in the freezer. Please refer to the freezing capacity of
the freezer.
WARNING-Do not touch the inside surface of the freezer storage compartment when in operation, especially with
wet hands as your hans mayfreeze onto the surface.
WARNING-Open the door by the handle.
WARNING-Never store plammables, explosives or highly corrosive acids, alkalis and other chemicals in or around
the freezer.
WARNING-Never store bottled beer or beverages in the freezer, as these will burst during freezing.
WARNING-Pay attention to your children
Children should be supervised to ensurethat thsy should do not play with the appliance.
Do not hang on the door to avoid personal injury as the door or the appliance may be pulled over.
Make sure the hands or feet of the children do not enter holes and side seams of the metal parts such as the
compartment or the back of the appliance to avoid personal injury.
Do not place unstable articles (heavy oblects, containers filled with water) on the top of the appliance, to avoid personal injury caused by falling or electric shock caused by contact with water.
WARNING-Keep away from water
Do not use water to spray on or flush the refrigerator, and do not place the refrigerator where it maybe splaDshed with water, to avoid impact to the electric insulation performance of the appliance or even electeic
shock or fire.
WARNING-Do not damage the refrigerant circuit as it contains flammable refrigerant.
Repair of the appliance must be performed by an authorised service person.
WARNING-Unplug the power plug
Before cleaning and maintenance , or in case of failure of appliance or power off, please unplug the power
plug of the refrigerator. When unplugging the appliance allow at least 5minutes before restarting, as frequent
starting may damage the compressor.
WARNING-This freezer is a household appliance for storing food only. Do not store blood, medicines, biological
products ro other products in the appliance.
WARNING-Before any cleaning operation, make sure to disconnect the freezer from the power supply by pulling
out the plug, it isn't enough to turn off the appliance pushing the power button.

SAFETY WARNINGS
WARNING-The freezer is very heavy. When you are moving it for cleaning or repair, take care not to damage
the floor. Keep the freezer upright during moving. Do not move the freezer by rocking it to avoid damageto the floor.
WARNING-Do not spray or flush the freezer with water to avoid damage to the cabinet and electrical components.
WARNING-Do not clesn with hard brush, wire brush or chemicals.
WARNING-When cleaning the display screen and other electrical components, use a dry cloth.
WARNING-To ensure the service life of the appliance, it is recommended that the freezer not be turned off unless
it is necessary.
WARNING-never place the freezer horizontally on its side ,front or back.
WARNING-This appliance contains a small quantity but flammable, non-synthetic R600a refrigerant.
WARNING-Upon opening and installing your product, check that the tubing of the refrigerant cirtuit is not damaged
during transportation.
WARNING-Leaking refrigerant may cause eye injuries or ignite.
WARNING-Do not damage the refrigeration circuit.
WARNING-If you are unsure of the refrigerant type check the rating plate on the back of the unit.
It is hazardous for anyone other than an authorised service person to service this appliance.
In Queensland, the authorised service person must hold a Gas Work Licence or Authorisation for hydrocarbon
refrigerants, to carry out servicing or repairs which involve the removal of covers.
WARNING-When positioning the appliance, ensure the supply cord is not trapped or damaged.
WARNING-Do not locate multiple portable socket-outlets or portable power supplies at the rear of the appliance.
WARNING-Disconnect power and empty the appliance before you start the operation.
WARNING-The lamps can only be replaced by the manufacturer, together with a part of the appliance.
WARNING-This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as,
Staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments,
Farm houses and by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments,
Bed and breakfast type environments,
Catering and similar non-retail applications.
WARNING-Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process, other than those
recommended by the manufacturer.
WARNING-Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage compartments fo the appliance, unless they
are of the type recommended by the manufacturer.
Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol cans with a flammable propellant in this appliance.
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Drawers can be removed to increase freezer storage space.
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FUNCTIONS
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FUNCTIONS
Installation

English

Install the product with 100mm clearance
above the product, 20mm each side, and
50mm clearance behind the product.
This will ensure the product has adequate
ventilation and will operate eﬃciently.
Do not place on the product on ﬂooring
covered with carpet, overly ﬂexible,
unstable or easily damaged by moisture.

Use information
1. Upper shelf Doors
To open upper shelf doors , lift them slightly and turn inside out.
Open the shelf door to put the food into the shelf.
Ensure the shelf door is in the closed position before
shutting the freezer door to avoid damage.
2. REMOVING DRAWERS
Pull the drawers out fully, then lift them up slightly in order to remove.
3. SUPER STORE DRAWER
Pull super store drawer out fully. Lift and pull it out of telescopic slides.
NOTE: Some models of the large drawer are set with slide structure. To remove the drawer lift up
the rear slightly and slide the drawer out.

4. ICE CUBES PRODUCTION
Some models are equipped with manual ice system including ice cube trays with
removal device and ice bin.
5. Remove ice trays
Clean and ﬁll with water, Reﬁt ice trays on its support.
Wait for a few hours for the ice to be frozen , then turn the knobs to extract the
ice cubes.
The ice cubes will fall directly into the ice container.
6. There is a storage compartment in the door of the freezer marked 'PIZZA' ,
This is designed to hold a pizza or other similar sized item.
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MAINTENANCE

TROUBLE-SHOOTING

TROUBLE-SHOOTING

